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Abstract
In this article we review the current state of concurrency theory with respect to its industrial impact. This
review is both retrospective and prospective, and naturally encompasses process calculi, which are a major
vector for spreading concurrency theory concepts. Considering the achievements, but also the failures, we
try to identify the causes that, so far, prevented a larger dissemination of process calculi. This suggests a new
generation of formal speciﬁcation languages that would combine the concurrent features of process calculi
with the standard concepts present in algorithmic languages. Finally, we underline two major evolutions
in the software and hardware industries that open new application domains for the concurrency theory
community.
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1 Introduction
This article was inspired by two challenging questions raised during two scientiﬁc
meetings held in 2006:
• The ﬁrst question was asked in Grenoble during an evaluation meeting of the
author’s research team. In essence, the question was the following: “Why are
you trying to compile process calculi? Process calculi are formalisms to study
theoretical aspects of concurrency, not programming languages to describe real-
life systems”.
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• The second question was asked in Palaiseau during the LIX Colloquium on Emerg-
ing Trends in Concurrency Theory. The question was very direct, if not provoca-
tive given the number of prestigious attendees in the audience: “Other ﬁelds of
computer science have found useful applications in industry. Does concurrency
theory have similar achievements? What are your success stories? Where are
your victories?”.
Apparently antagonistic, both questions address in fact the very nature of con-
currency theory, its applicability, as well as the status and impact of process calculi,
which are a major — if not the prime — vector for the dissemination of concurrency
theory results. All these points deserve a scientiﬁc discussion, and this is what the
present article is about.
It is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls some important, yet partial, achieve-
ments of concurrency theory in general, and process calculi in particular. Section 3
discusses three main issues that often prevent process calculi from being widely used
in industry. Section 4 mentions two important evolutions aﬀecting the software and
hardware industries, and discusses how these evolutions provide new opportunities
to concurrency theory. Finally, Section 5 gives a few concluding remarks.
2 Impact of Concurrency Theory: Achievements
Concurrency theory is a ﬁeld of computer science that has been producing many
deep, fundamental results. As a tentative classiﬁcation, we can mention:
• Models to represent the behaviour of concurrent systems: Petri nets, Labelled
Transition Systems, Kripke structures, event structures, bigraphs, etc.,
• Formalisms to specify concurrent systems at a higher abstraction level: process
calculi, computer languages derived from process calculi, μ-calculus, etc.,
• Semantics such as Structured Operational Semantics (Sos), algebraic laws, bisim-
ulation relations, congruence properties, etc.,
• Algorithms to compile, execute, and verify concurrent systems expressed using
models and/or formalisms,
• Tools that implement (a signiﬁcant subset of) the above results.
In this respect, the two questions quoted in the introduction sound like a remi-
niscence of the recurrent debate pure mathematics vs applied mathematics. Same as
for pure mathematics (illustrated by the Bourbaki group), it exists a pure concur-
rency theory school, sometimes driven more by the abstract beauty of theoretical
results than by their practical usefulness. But, as for applied mathematics (illus-
trated by J.J. Lions and colleagues), it also exists an applied concurrency theory
community, that takes its inspiration from real-world problems.
From the beginning, concurrency theory has been rooted in concrete examples.
It appeared at the end of the 60’s as an attempt to understand problems in multi-
processor and time-sharing systems. In the 80’s, these motivations were still there;
for instance, Milner’s book on Ccs [47] was illustrated by a process scheduler that
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served as a running example; also, the Iso international standard Lotos [34] was
designed to specify communication protocols and services formally.
A good argument supporting the “applicability” of concurrency theory is the
impressive number of software tools developed during the past decades, such
as Cadp [22], the Concurrency Workbench [8,57] and its American descen-
dants [9,10], Fdr2 [38], Fsp [39], Loewe [37], the Lotosphere toolset [5], the
μCrl toolset [11,59], to mention only a few.
These tools have been used to model and analyze numerous real-life systems.
In many cases, they allowed to discover interesting — sometimes, unexpected —
properties, thus leading to better understood, more reliable systems. Taking the
example of the Cadp toolbox, which we will use as a guiding thread throughout
this article, there are nearly one hundred case-studies performed using Cadp and
companion tools 2 .
When dealing with real-life systems, concurrency theory has clearly won some
battles. The progresses might have been slow, but they have been real. This can be
seen, for instance, by considering the evolving complexity of the problems tackled
using Cadp; over the years, the enhancements brought to this toolbox allowed to
push away the state explosion limitations, thus allowing to study more complex
systems, as well as systems modelled in ﬁner detail:
• In the 80’s, one could analyze systems with less than 100 lines of Lotos.
• In the 90’s, one could analyze systems with less than 1,000 lines of Lotos.
• In the 2000’s, one can analyze systems with less than 10,000 lines of Lotos.
As part of the most recent case-studies — and because the question of “success
stories” for concurrency theory was asked explicitly during the LIX Colloquium on
Emerging Trends in Concurrency Theory — we should mention the FormalFame
project 3 between Bull and Inria, in which crucial parts of the Fame multiproces-
sor architecture used in Bull’s NovaScale high-end servers and Tera10 machine
(one of Europe’s most powerful supercomputers) have been modelled using Lotos
and veriﬁed using Cadp.
More generally, there are many research teams — especially in Europe — that
are also applying theoretical concurrency to industrial problems. Based on the
experience acquired in many case-studies, the typical methodology can be described
by the three following steps:
(i) Find a company that designs concurrent systems with a strong need for relia-
bility. This step is rather easy, as there are more such companies than research
teams in concurrency theory. Typical application areas are communication
protocols, distributed systems, hardware architectures, embedded systems, se-
curity protocols, etc.
(ii) Select a concrete system under design by this company, model the salient parts
of it formally using your favourite process calculus, and analyze this system
2 This list is available from http://www.inrialpes.fr/vasy/cadp/case-studies.html.
3 See http://www.inrialpes.fr/vasy/dyade/formalfame.html for details.
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using software tools for rapid prototyping, testing, veriﬁcation, performance
evaluation, etc.
Such a collaboration with industry can be done in two ways. The modelling
task can be done by computer scientists within academia (we call this the
Dutch style, as this seems to be the usual approach for our colleagues working
in Amsterdam, Eindhoven, Twente, etc.), or it can be done within the company
itself (we call this the French style, as the author’s research team prefers this
type of collaboration).
Both styles have their respective merits. The Dutch style (“We model it
for you”) is easier when starting collaborations; it relieves the company from
learning a process calculus and how to use the associated tools; it allows a fast
and proper modelling, as computer scientists usually avoid the mistakes and
delays typically observed with novice speciﬁers lacking experience in formal
methods. On the contrary, the French style (“Learn and model it yourself ”) is
more demanding from the industrial partner, as it requires industry engineers
to learn about process calculi. However, it has three advantages: the company
can keep its conﬁdential designs internally; computer scientists can focus on
long-term research issues rather than spending their time investigating one
particular industrial system; the collaboration, if successful, is likely to be
pursued once the company has acquired a suﬃcient insight in formal methods.
(iii) Reuse the feedback obtained from studying this real-life system to improve lan-
guages, algorithms, and tools, or even to start a new line of research. Such
a virtuous confrontation to real-world problems characterizes the applied con-
currency approach. For instance, this drove the Cadp developers into invent-
ing new concepts of practical interest, such as eﬃcient compiling algorithms
for process calculi [16,24], μ-calculus formulas extended with data [42,41], pa-
rameterized boolean equation systems [42,41], generic programming interfaces
for on-the-ﬂy veriﬁcation [18], scripting languages for compositional veriﬁca-
tion [20], real-time monitoring for distributed state-space generation [23], etc.
3 Impact of Concurrency Theory: Some Failures
So far, in spite of the achievements evoked in Section 2, the impact of concurrency
theory has not been as strong as other ﬁelds of computer science. Concretely, most
software engineers are not aware of the results brought by concurrency theory, and
no mainstream language for speciﬁcation or programming is based on the ideas
behind process calculi.
For instance, the community working on object-oriented languages was more
successful in spreading its ideas to a larger audience. Today, several mainstream
programming languages (such as Java, C++, and C#) are based on the concepts
developed by this community. Similarly, the community working on so-called “semi-
formal” (actually, informal) methods was more successful in promoting formalisms
such as Uml, Aadl, SysMl, etc.
There are at least two factors that prevent a wide dissemination of concurrency
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theory:
• A ﬁrst factor is certainly the mathematical style found in most concurrency theory
articles and textbooks. Mathematical notations are certainly needed to deal with
involved semantic points, but their usage beyond necessity should be avoided, not
to create an entry barrier for newcomers.
• A second factor is the central role played by process calculi. They are required to
model systems formally, and to apply many results of concurrency theory (such
as congruence results that allow a complex system to be veriﬁed compositionally
using a “divide and conquer” approach). However, process calculi are not easily
accepted by industry, for at least three main reasons, which we discuss hereafter.
3.1 Issue 1: Fragmentation
A ﬁrst obstacle to the dissemination of process calculi is the existence of several
calculi, similar in their principles but incompatible in their details. This creates
confusion for industrial users, who are unsure about which language to adopt.
This fragmentation issue was recognized as soon as the mid 80’s when a Iso
standardization committee led by Ed Brinksma undertook the design of Lotos
by merging the best features of Ccs [47,48], Csp [31,6], and Circal [44] into
a unique language. Although the standardization of Lotos in 1989 provided a
foundation for ambitious research projects (such as the European projects Sedos,
Lotosphere, Specs, Eucalyptus, etc.), Lotos failed to supersede or otherwise
replace preexisting process calculi.
In the United Kingdom, for instance, the Ccs and Csp communities continued
working with their favourite calculi. It is worth noticing, however, that (according
to the publications) the deﬁnition of Csp gradually evolved to become quite similar
to Lotos, at least for the untimed aspects (see e.g. [12]), still with slightly diﬀerent
notations. Additionally, the principles of Csp gave birth to new languages such as
Fdr2 and Occam [33] supported by compilers and veriﬁcation tools.
Also, Lotos was never recognized as a standard in the Netherlands, except in
Twente. Alternative languages — similar to Lotos but incompatible with it —
were launched several years after the Lotos standard was issued, e.g. Psf [43] or
μCrl [26].
This phenomenon is by no means speciﬁc to the concurrency theory community:
a similar fragmentation occurred for almost every computer language. Another
reason behind fragmentation is the fact that the usage of formal methods in industry
is essentially a service activity; as such, it obeys a proximity criterion, meaning that
an industrial company using formal methods will naturally co-operate with academic
experts located in its neighbourhood. For this reason, English companies tend to
use Csp, Dutch companies tend to use μCrl, French companies working with Inria
tend to use Lotos, etc.
From an economical point of view, such a market fragmentation into “national”
language communities is probably not optimal given the high costs of training and
tool development. On the long term, one unique language (or a few languages only)
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will probably emerge. On the short term, remedies against fragmentation can be
taken, namely:
• Source-to-source translators between diﬀerent process calculi: for instance, the
Vasy team of Inria is studying translators from Chp to Lotos [52], from Fsp
[51] to Lotos, and from Fdr2 to Lotos; these translators aim at reusing for
Chp, Fsp, and Fdr2 the veriﬁcation functionalities of the Cadp toolbox [22]
that was initially developed for Lotos.
• Software gateways between diﬀerent tool environments: for instance, the Sen2
team of Cwi and the Vasy team of Inria have developed connections between
Cadp and the μCrl toolset, thus allowing to use the Cadp model checkers
on μCrl speciﬁcations, as well as applying the μCrl minimizers to labelled
transition systems generated from Lotos speciﬁcations.
3.2 Issue 2: Lack of Expressiveness
The “classical” process calculi (namely Lotos, Csp/Fdr2, and μCrl) allow to
describe concurrent processes with complex data structures. Experience gained
from numerous case-studies indicates that these calculi are suﬃciently expressive
for many industrial problems. However, there are certain classes of problems for
which a greater expressiveness is needed:
(i) Real-time aspects: The behaviour of certain systems depends not only on their
interactions with their environment, but also on the quantitative amount of
elapsed time. To model such systems adequately, several “timed” process cal-
culi have been proposed, in addition to timed automata, timed Petri nets, etc.
(ii) Performance aspects: For certain systems, one needs to model not only the
functional behaviour, but also quantitative aspects, such as probabilities,
rates, or throughputs of certain events. For this purpose, “probabilistic” and
“stochastic” process calculi have been proposed, e.g. [2,3,29,30], as well as
means to reuse and extend “classical” process calculi for performance evalua-
tion, e.g. [28,19].
(iii) Mobility aspects: There are systems in which concurrent processes and com-
munication links between processes cannot be determined statically, but evolve
dynamically. All the aforementioned “classical” process calculi oﬀer some form
of dynamicity, since they allow concurrent processes to be started and termi-
nated dynamically (this is usually achieved by using recursion through parallel
composition operators). As regards communication links, these calculi support
value-passing communications as well as n-ary synchronization (broadcast) be-
tween processes. However, communication links between processes remain ﬁxed
statically.
A simple extension was proposed in [25], which suggests the introduction
of an “n among m” parallel composition operator. This operator allows the
dynamic creation or deletion of communication links between processes, simply
by exchanging data values (e.g., integers) within a pool of concurrent processes.
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For instance, [25] shows how a “server” process and a “client” process can
discover each other’s existence dynamically and establish communication with
the initial help of a “trader” process. A key point of this approach is that it
remains compatible with model-checking veriﬁcation tools based on ﬁnite state
space enumeration.
A fundamental step forward was made with the introduction of “mobile”
calculi (such as the π-calculus [45,46,54], the join calculus [14,15], etc.), which
allow processes and channel names to move from one location to another. This
further evolved with the even more general model of bigraphs [49]. These ap-
proaches bring full mobility, at the expense of introducing higher-order features
that make state spaces potentially inﬁnite. For this reason, veriﬁcation of mo-
bile calculi speciﬁcations often relies on theorem proving, as ﬁnite state model
checking is not an option.
Considering the variety of case-studies tackled using diﬀerent formalisms, it
is clear that timed extensions have useful results for scheduling, that stochastic
extensions are useful for performance and dependability studies, and that mobility
extensions are useful to model evolving systems such as business processes. At
the same time, given the number of industrial problems that do not require such
extensions, it is clear that research on enhancements to “classical” process calculi
remains an important research topic that should not be neglected.
3.3 Issue 3: Lack of User-Friendliness
If expressiveness is not so much an issue in many cases, user-friendliness is a major
concern. It is generally admitted that the dissemination of process calculi is limited
by their steep learning curve, which is mostly due to the fact that process calculi
are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from mainstream programming languages. This is a key
problem in the aforementioned “Learn and model it yourself ” approach. Formal
speciﬁcation is a time-consuming activity and industry lacks experts trained to
formal methods.
The lack of user-friendliness, which greatly hampers the dissemination of process
calculi, is the result of unappropriate technical decisions. Although process calculi
were a scientiﬁc breakthrough, their design was not free from mistakes. We brieﬂy
evoke two main mistakes, which are directly related to the two questions raised in
the introduction of the present article.
(i) There is a frequent confusion between a calculus and a language. A calculus
is a minimal language intended to the theoretical study of concurrency; it
should have a minimal number of primitive constructs (following Occam’s razor
principle) to reduce the length of induction proofs.
To the contrary, a computer language is intended to specify real, complex
systems. Such a language does not need to be minimal as a primary goal; in-
stead, it should satisfy good properties, such as readability, which may require
to add extra keywords in the syntax, and conciseness, which may require to
enrich the language with non-primitive constructs for handling common situa-
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tions.
There have been many attempts to use a calculus in place of a language 4 .
This is clearly a mistake, since a programming language must be accepted by
software and system programmers as a daily working tool.
(ii) There is another design mistake, which we could call the total algebra ideology.
In this school of thinking, every language feature must be algebraical: a con-
current language is an algebra; a concurrent program is an algebraic term; the
semantics of process operators is deﬁned by algebraic laws; data values handled
by concurrent programs are algebraic terms; functions to handle data values
are deﬁned by user-speciﬁed algebraic equations; etc.
Such a language might be appealing to some mathematicians but, considering
the history of computing, it seems that the mass of software programmers tend
to reject algebraical languages. In that respect, all attempts to reduce computer
languages to algebra have failed with a remarkable consistency.
For instance, the Apl language [36], despite an initial sucess, steadily de-
clined since 1980, surviving only in a tiny community. Interestingly, Apl con-
cepts had little impact, contrary to its competitors Fortran andAlgol, most
features of which have been retained in modern programming languages.
The same could be said of algebraic data types and equational speciﬁcations,
the popularity of which has gradually decreased after an early period of high
scientiﬁc interest. Algebraic data types may still exist in some speciﬁcation
languages (process calculi such as Lotos and μCrl, of course, but also lan-
guages used in theorem provers) but they tend to be gradually supplanted by
functional languages (as in Fdr2, for instance).
A simple example illustrates the practical consequences of these two mistakes.
It is interesting to observe how process calculi answer the need for conditionals.
Most process calculi do not provide the classical “if-then-else” construct; instead,
they use guard operators, such as, in Ccs and Lotos, “[V ]→ B”, which expresses
that behaviour B can only be executed if condition V is true, or, in Acp and μCrl,
“B1  V  B2”, which expresses that, if condition V is true then behaviour B1 is
executed or else behaviour B2 is executed. These various guard operators have an
algebraic syntax — they can be seen as unary or binary operators over processes
— and a minimal semantics — only one or two Sos rules. However, they are
inadequate in practice, since the Ccs/Lotos solution requires two occurrences of
V to express a trivial “if V then B1 else B2” conditional, while the Acp/μCrl
solution forces a counter-intuitive ordering of V ’s and B’s when expressing nested
conditionals such as “(B1V2B2)V1B3”. We believe that the correct solution
would be to have standard, properly bracketed conditionals of the form:
if...then...[elsif...then...]∗...else...endif
even at the expense of having a non-algebraic syntax and more Sos rules (see [17,21]
for a discussion).
4 On the opposite, Lotos was probably the ﬁrst example of a language speciﬁcally designed not to be a
calculus
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The conclusion is clear: standard programming constructs (“if-then-else” and
“case” conditionals, “for” and “while” loops, etc.) exist by themselves and should
not be reduced to algebra. In essence, seeking for a minimal semantics and/or an
algebraic ﬂavour does not lead to optimal design choices. The shape of a concurrent
language (i.e., the language constructs presented to end-users) should be based
ﬁrst on ergonomy considerations, following the lessons learnt from the history of
computer languages.
4 Two Opportunities for Concurrency Theory
Away from the past, the context of computer science is changing rapidly, and its
recent evolutions oﬀer two new opportunities to revive the interest in concurrency
theory.
4.1 Opportunity 1: Models Everywhere
From the beginning, concurrency theory has been based on models, i.e., descriptions
of real-world systems, which are simpliﬁed 5 to retain only those aspects pertinent
to the study of concurrency. Quite early, these models have been made formal,
especially with the advent of process calculi.
Although the concept of model is widely used in many branches of science and
engineering (e.g., physics, biology, civil engineering, etc.), formal models of concur-
rency have been so far conﬁned to speciﬁc topics (formal methods, model-checking)
with little impact on computer science in general.
This situation is about to change, as other computer science communities (soft-
ware engineering, distributed systems, object-oriented languages, etc.) also recog-
nized the beneﬁts of modelling for software and systems development, and started
to promote it actively. This led to the design of Uml (Uniﬁed Modelling Lan-
guage), followed by the Mda (Model Driven Architecture) and Mde (Model Driven
Engineering) methodologies for software development. These methodologies lay
the emphasis on models (real-world system abstractions seen as ﬁrst-class entities)
and transformations between models (which uniﬁes several pre-existing concepts,
such as translation and reﬁnement). Compared to the approaches developed by the
concurrency theory community, these methodologies exhibit three main diﬀerences:
(i) The Mda/Mde speciﬁcation languages are mostly graphical, based on the
underlying assumption that graphical languages are more easily accepted by
industry. On the contrary, process calculi (but a few exceptions) have a textual
syntax, as this was deemed to be suﬃcient for the study of concurrency.
(ii) The Mda/Mde speciﬁcation languages can be domain speciﬁc in the sense
that each application domain can deﬁne (or customize) its own language to
ﬁt its own needs. To the contrary, concurrency theory seeks for generality
and is independent from any particular application area, in the same way as
5 nowadays, one would say “abstracted”
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linear algebra is the same for, e.g., both automotive and aerospace industries.
Similarly, behind each process calculus (except a few calculi, such Circal and
Chp [40,50], which explicitly target at hardware circuits), there was an implicit
motivation that this calculus should be general-purpose and expressive enough
to model concurrent systems of various domains.
(iii) The Mda/Mde speciﬁcation languages are informal (or semi-formal, which
is not very diﬀerent). For these languages, only the syntax is deﬁned for-
mally (using the notions of “meta-metamodel”, “metamodel” and “model”
which reformulate, in a graphical setting, the well-known concepts of Bnf
grammar, language, and program, respectively). There is little semantics in
the Mda/Mde methodologies. Static semantics constraints (such as identiﬁer
binding and type checking) are expressed using semi-formal languages such as
Ocl (Object Constraint Language), which are not intended to allow computer-
aided analysis. Dynamic semantics is totally ignored, in a sharp contrast with
process calculi, for which dynamic semantics is the central topic, while syntax
and static semantics aspects are kept to the minimum.
This suggests that the Mda/Mde methodologies could be enhanced by results
from the concurrency theory, e.g., operational semantics, axiomatic semantics, be-
havioural typing, etc.
4.2 Opportunity 2: Asynchrony Everywhere
Because concurrency is a diﬃcult matter, its usage has been often limited to a
few speciﬁc areas of computing, such as multi-user operating systems, databases,
scientiﬁc computing, networking, and multiprocessor architectures. Today, the list
of those areas is in expansion because of the global connectivity brought by the
Internet (most machines and embedded devices are now interconnected), which
opens new usages, such as Web services, mobility applications, etc.
At the same time, another major revolution is taking place on the front of mul-
tiprocessors. For long, hardware design has been mostly “synchronous”, meaning
that all parts of a circuit would be synchronized by one single, central clock. In
concurrency theory, this concept gave birth to synchronous process calculi, such as
Sccs and Esterel.
There are good reasons for synchronous designs: synchrony is easier to master
than asynchrony (thus making it easier to design correct circuits); it enforces de-
terminism (thus enabling nonregression testing); it is well-supported by industrial
computer-aided design tools. The synchronous paradigm has been very successful:
it allowed to improve the performance of microprocessors by increasing regularly
clock frequencies, thus enforcing Moore’s law.
At the same time, there have been some attempts to build “asynchronous”
circuits using a diﬀerent paradigm (absence of central clock). Even when successful,
these attempts remained marginal compared to the wide success of the synchronous
paradigm. The situation is changing, due to several factors:
• The reduction of energy consumption is a key issue for the autonomy of embed-
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ded systems. As the silicon surface of circuits increases, the electric consumption
increases too, and it is common that 50% or more of the energy is used only
to propagate the global clock in every part of the circuit. Also, the regularity
of synchronous designs makes them vulnerable to spying (e.g., by observation
of their electromagnetic emissions), which is a drawback for secure applications
such as cryptography. For these reasons, the synchronous design paradigm is
being questioned, and there is a growing interest in asynchronous logic for circuit
design [27,13,56]. However, asynchronous logic is more error-prone than syn-
chronous logic (with a higher risk of deadlocks for instance), thus giving a crucial
role to functional veriﬁcation. In this respect, process calculi and model check-
ing tools can greatly contribute to the design of correct asynchronous circuits,
e.g. [60,58,53].
• At a higher level, computer architectures are evolving to allow reductions in
silicon surface and cost. Many circuits (such as arithmetic co-processors, digital
signal processors, etc.) that used to be external to the microprocessor (i.e., on
the motherboard) are now internal. The hardware buses themselves are moving
from the outside to the inside of the microprocessor. Therefore, it is no longer
eﬃcient, nor even feasible, to have a unique clock to synchronize all these various
hardware subsystems produced separately by diﬀerent companies. Given that
these subsystems are still designed under the sychronous paradigm, the least that
must be done is to allow them to work asynchronously according to the Gals
(Globally Asynchronous, Locally Synchronous) paradigm [7]. Again, languages
and tools derived from concurrency theory can help to study such architectures,
e.g. [1].
• As regards microprocessors, the limits of Moore’s law are about to be reached.
Due to physical/electrical barriers, it will be no longer possible to increase the
frequencies of processor clocks as before. The only solution found by hardware
makers to continue delivering better performance is provide several processing
units (called “cores”) inside the same microprocessor. Thus, the competition
between microprocessors will no longer be expressed in terms of clock frequencies,
but in the number of cores (currently, 2, 4, or 8, and this number is expected to
grow rapidly).
This should be a turning point in software development too. Because of the
upper limit on clock frequencies, sequential programs will not run faster on multi-
core processors than they run today on single-core processors (they might even
run a bit slower). Only parallel programs will take advantage of multi-core pro-
cessors, a situation that Tony Hoare, in his lecture given at the LIX Colloquium,
characterized as follows: “From now on, software programmers will be responsible
for maintaining Moore’s law”. This will require major adaptations of existing
applications, from a software industry that, so far, has been relying on hardware
designers to get more performance and will be soon confronted to the diﬃculties
of wide-scale concurrency.
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5 Conclusion
Research in concurrency theory has produced a vast corpus of deep, valuable results.
However, these results are only known, understood, and applied by a small fraction
of computer scientists. As a consequence, their practical impact is not as strong
as it could be, in spite of successful attempts at using process calculi to model and
verify industrially critical systems. We believe, however, that concurrency theory
still has an important role to play, and that the present context (see Section 4) is
ideal for this:
• Software systems modelling is becoming a standard industrial practice. There is
an opportunity for the concurrency theory community to incorporate its results
into the model-driven approaches, bringing semantics foundations and trying to
replace informal models with formal ones.
• Parallel computing facilities will be present everywhere, ranging from embedded
devices and personal computers with multi-core processors to clusters and grids.
Many software applications will need to be rewritten to fully beneﬁt from these
new architectures.
Combined to increasing demands for hardware and software reliability, these evo-
lutions promise a bright future for the theoretical concurrency community. However,
this will only happen if this community improves the dissemination of its theoretical
results and devotes enough attention to applications. Otherwise, it is to be feared
that results not transferred in proper time will be forgotten and reinvented some-
where else. To make such an “applied concurrency theory” agenda possible, three
lines of actions should be considered:
(i) The results accumulated by concurrency theory should be revisited from a Dar-
winian perspective: after the mutation phase, which gave birth to thousands
of results, there should come a selection phase, in which the most useful results
will be selected and presented to a larger audience. For instance, do we need so
many process calculi? And do we really need to deﬁne ﬁfty or more behavioral
equivalences while we know that only three or four of them are suﬃcient in
practice?
(ii) The results of concurrency theory are not easily applicable to languages based
on threads, shared variables, locks, and semaphores, such as Java. It is there-
fore essential to maintain and increase the dissemination of process calculi. For
doing so, one needs better languages than today. As discussed in Section 3,
one should avoid unecessary fragmentation between multiple languages, and
address the lack of user-friendliness (not simply expressiveness) — a major
criterion for industrial acceptance.
In many formal speciﬁcations, it appears that only 20% of the code is devoted
to concurrent aspects, while 80% of the code deals with standard data type
deﬁnitions and sequential data manipulation. Therefore, process calculi should
move away from a purely algebraical framework and get closer to mainstream
imperative programming languages. Ideally, one should combine the classical
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concepts of structured programming (for data types and sequential compu-
tations) with the key features of process calculi (parallel composition, action
hiding, formal semantics, compositionality, and congruence results). This ap-
proach would certainly reduce learning time for novice speciﬁers, since 80%
of formal speciﬁcations would be similar to sequential programs, while only
20% would require speciﬁc training in concurrency theory. These ideas were
pushed forward during the design of E-Lotos [35], and partly integrated into
this international standard. Also, recent languages such as Lotos NT [55],
Chi [32], and Modest [4] seem to follow the same principles.
(iii) The times have gone, where formal methods were primarily a pen-and-pencil
activity for mathematicians. Today, only languages properly equipped with
software tools will have a chance to be adopted by industry. It is therefore
essential for the next generation of languages based on process calculi to be
supported by compilers, simulators, veriﬁcation tools, etc. This also applies
to new models for concurrency, such as mobile calculi and bigraphs. The re-
search agenda for theoretical concurrency should therefore address the design
of eﬃcient algorithms for translating and verifying formal speciﬁcations of con-
current systems.
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